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STEP BY STEP WITH Regard3D 

Step 01: Visit the website: http://www.regard3d.org/index.php/ to know more about the program (fig 01). 
Download the latest build through following the external/internal links suggested by the site: 
http://www.regard3d.org/index.php/download (fig 02). 

  

Fig 01. Home page of Regard3D Fig 02. Download page of Regard3D 

 
 
 

Step 02: Official tutorials of Regard3D can be found here: 
http://www.regard3d.org/index.php/documentation/tutorial. 

 

Step 03: Regard3D is a free and open source software. Install the software according to the operating 
system (windows/Mac OS) and get acquainted with the interface. The present build is 0.9.5, 
however for this tutorial we are using here 0.9.3. You can use the new version, the features are 
almost same. 

 

 

Fig 03. Installation of Regard3D Fig 04. Regard3D GUI and workplace 
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Step 04: Create a new project (or open a previously saved project) by selecting the green plus sign button 
at the upper top right corner. Set a project path and project name. Press OK. 

 

Fig 05. Creating a new project 

 

Step 05: The project tree will appear in the left side-bar. Need to add photograph at this stage by clicking 
the button ‘Add Picture Set’ (fig 06). 

 

Fig 06. Adding photographs for reconstruction. 

 

Step 06: Picture Set popup window will appear (fig 07.a). Add photos by clicking the ‘Add files’ button and 
select the photo folder location and select the required all files. Press OK. You will see Regard3D 
is adding the images and later it will ask to name the list (optional) (fig 07.b). Press OK. 

  
Fig 07.a.  Locate the photographs Fig 07.b. Name the Picture Set (optional) 
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Step 07: Click the button ‘Compute matches’ from the left side from the button set. It will pop up another 
window asking for any changes in parameters (fig 08.b). For small dataset both sliders can be fully 
moved to the right. For larger datasets, better to start with a small value and only increase the 
settings if necessary.  Or leave the default value as it is and press OK. It will start computing and 
show up the elapsed time (fig 08.c). 

 

 

Fig 08.b. Compute matching settings 

 

Fig 08.a. Feature matching through Compute matches Fig 08.c.  Elapsed time 

 

Step 08: Press the button ‘Triangulation’ from the left side from the button set. It will pop up another window 
asking for settings (fig 09.a). Select ‘Global Structural from Motion’ if images are taken form single 
camera, otherwise use ‘Incremental SfM’. Here we have used Incremental SfM. Pressing OK will 
start calculating the triangulation process. This will generate the sparse cloud and show the 
elapsed time (fig 09.b).  

The triangulated keypoints ("tracks") and the cameras will be displayed now in the 3D view. To 
improve visibility, increase the point size with the slider on the top right. 

 

 

Fig 09.a.  Locate the photographs Fig 09.b. Name the Picture 
Set (optional) 
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Step 09: Now it is time to create dense point cloud. Press ‘Create dense pointcloud’ button from the left 
side bar. This will pop up a window and ask for settings/parameter change. Either CMVS/PMVS or 
MVE can be selected. We have used CMVS/PMVS with the default settings. Press OK (fig 10.a). 
This will start computation of the densification and will show the elapsed time and load the dense 
model in the central workplace (fig 10.b). 

Tips from the developer – 

 For small projects, deselect "Use visibility information (CMVS)". CMVS tends to 
generously throw away pictures. 

 For large projects (many pictures) CMVS is necessary, otherwise PMVS's memory 
consumption and running time will "explode". 

 For a first try, set parameters such that the result is computed quickly: Level 2 or 
3/Scale 2 or 3, and then decrease these parameters to produce improved results 

 If too much outliers are produced, increase the threshold. 
 

 
Fig 10.a.  Densification process and its settings 

 
Fig 10.b. Dense point cloud created by Regard3D 
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Step 10: After densification, the dense point cloud can be - 

(a) Exported by clicking the ‘Export point cloud’ button. This will prompt for file name, 
location and extension. Only, *.ply file format is allowed at this stage (fig 11.a).  

(b) The scene can also be export as ‘Export scene to MeshLab’ directly. This will also 
prompt for file name and location (fig 11.b). 

 

  
Fig 11.a.  Dense point cloud can be exported as .ply file Fig 11.b. Point cloud can be exported as MeshLab file 
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OPTIONAL STEPS 

Step 11:  Surface creation; to generate the surface click the ‘Create Surface’ button. This will prompt a pop 
up window for user input or changes in settings. If CMVS/PMVS is used on the previous step; only 
‘Poisson surface reconstruction’ will be allowed. For colorization, the user can set either ‘Colored 
vertices’ or ‘Textures’ (fig 12.a). (We have used Depth: 15, Samples per node: 15 and Point weight: 
1). A default setting can be used and adjusted accordingly for better output. This will start 
computation and show the elapsed time (fig 12.b). The surface will load automatically in the central 
workplace (fig 12.c).  

 
Tips from the developer: 

 First use coloured vertices to see the result of the surface reconstruction. If this is satisfying, 
create another surface using textures. 

 Creating textures requires much more time and memory. 
 

 
Fig 12.a.  ‘Create Surface’ and its parameters.  

 
Fig 12.b.  Surface computation in progress. 
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Fig 12.c.  3D Reconstruction with texture/colour vertices 

 

Step 12: The model can be exported by clicking the ‘Export surface’ on the left side bar. This will prompt 
for name, location and extension. Only *.obj extension is allowed to export (fig 13). The model is 
now ready for further editing and cleaning with external softwares such as MeshLab.  

 

Fig 13.  Surface export dialogue box.  
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CLEANING AND EDITING WITH MeshLab 

 

Step 13: Download MeshLab (http://www.meshlab.net/), install and open the program (fig 14). 

 
Fig 14.  MeshLab GUI.  

 

Step 14: Open the previously saved dense could as MeshLab output file form Regard3D. From the pull 
down menu select ‘Open Project’, and located the *.mlp file (fig 15) and press open. 

 
Fig 15.  Locate the saved *.mlp file and open.  
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Step 15: MeshLab will import the file and will present the dense point cloud model at the central workplace 
(fig 16). Right side, a new layer will be created. A list of used photos will also appear on the lower 
part of the bar. 

 

Fig 16.  Locate the saved *.mlp file and open.  

 

Step 16: Now you need to clean the dense cloud. Use the ‘Select Vertexes’ from the top button set (fig 
17). Use the ‘Control’ key for multiple selection. The delete button will activate after any selection 
is occurred. Click the delete vertexes button to clean the selected sections of the model. The 
cleaning process can be repeated until the desired result is attained.  

 

Fig 17.  Selection and deletion button.  

 

Note:   
The point cloud can be exported at this stage as .ply, .3ds, .obj, .stl and other formats. However, 
without a surface it is just a set of ‘point clouds’ and there would be holes. Therefore it is not 
recommended to direct import to SketchFab for sharing and viewing 3D. 
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Step 17: Generate the surface.  Go to the pulldown menu Filters>Remeshing, Simplification and 
Reconstruction> Screened Poisson Surface Reconstruction (fig 17.a). This will prompt for user 
input. Default settings can be used or change accordingly to generate a desired output (fig 17.b).  

Tips: 

 Poisson Surface Reconstruction, is developed by Misha Kazhdan and others (see this 
homepage: Screened Poisson Surface Reconstruction). 

 Result depends upon the object and higher value doesn’t always produce better result. 
Reconstruction depth between 12~15, samples 8~15 and interpolation weight 1~4 can be 
used. 

 

Fig 17.a.  Run Screened Poisson Surface Reconstruction to generate surface.  

 
Fig 17.b.  Setting can be changed until the desired output is received.  

http://www.gris.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/projects/floating-scale-surface-recon/
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Step 18: It will generate the surface using the Poisson algorithm, and will generate another layer of ‘Poisson 
Mesh’ on the right side of the info panel (fig 18).  

 
Fig 18.  New surface (Poisson mesh) has been generated and a new layer is added in the layer panel.  

 

Step 19: Now it is required to clean the extra surface. Use ‘Select Vertexes’ from the top menu bar. Select 
extra surface while holding control key for additional selection. Press the delete surface button on 
the top. You will get a clean surface (fig 19). 

 
Fig 19.  Model after manual cleaning process  
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Step 20: Export the mesh. From the pull down menu, select ‘Export Mesh As’ (fig 20.a). From the pop up 
window select Stanford Polygon File Format (*.ply) and insert a name in the ‘File name’ field. Press 
Save (fig 20.b).  

 

 

Fig 20.a.  Save the surface as ‘Export Mesh As’. Fig 20.b.  Save the model as .ply file format 
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VIEW AND SHARE WITH Sketchfab 

 

Step 21: Open Sketchfab (https://sketchfab.com/) (fig 21.a). Make an account if you don’t have one through 
following typical steps. Account can also be sign up through Facebook, Google and Twitter (fig 
22.b).  

  
Fig 22.a.  Sketchfab main page with login/signup option.  Fig 22.b.  Sign up as a new user 

 

Step 22: The interface will look like similar to this (fig 23, showing an existing user account).  

 

Fig 23.  Login will lead to the main dashboard of Sketchfab. 
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Step 23: Press the upload button (fig 24.a). on the top right corner to upload the model. Sketchfab supports 
50 extension (dated 11 Oct 2017) including compressed archives such as ZIP, RAR and 7z.  

 Select the *.ply file saved previously from MeshLab, and press ‘continue’ button (fig 
24.b). Sketchfab will compress the file first, and then will upload to the server.  

 It will ask for user input for Model name, Description, Categories (pull down menu) and 
Tags, and press continue button (fig 24.c). This will start regenerating and take the user 
to the ‘3D Setting’ mode (fig 24.d). 

 

 
Fig 24.a.  Sketchfab main page with login/signup option.  Fig 24.b.  Sign up as a new user 

  

Fig 24.c.  Sign up as a new user Fig 24.d.  Sign up as a new user 

 

Step 24: Sketchfab’s GUI for 3D Settings offers various settings to adjust/control the model (fig 25). After 
getting a desired output press the ‘Save Settings’ and then ‘Publish’ to finalize the process. 

 
Fig 25.  GUI for 3D settings offered by Sketchfab. 

1 2 
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INSTALL AND SETUP  Unity 3D 

Step 25: Download 3D model from Sketchfab (fig 26). Select the obj model format that is compatible with 
Unity game engine. Model can be stored at a preferred location. 

 

Fig 26.  Downloading 3D model from Sketchfab. 

 

Step 26: Create new 3D project in Unity. Project can be saved at a preferred location. 

 

Fig 27.  Creating a 3D Unity Project. 
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Step 27: Open the Unity project created in Step 26. Make sure the project is configured as bellow. 

a) Import HoloToolkit Unity Package 

 

Fig 28.  Importing HoloToolkit to Unity assets 

 

b) Setting project environment ready for HoloLens 

 
Fig 29.  Setting project environment specific to HoloLens 
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c) Configuring scripting backend 

 
Fig 30.  Configuring scripting backend 

 
 

d) Importing the 3D model from Sketchfab to Unity 

 

Fig 31  Importing 3D model from Sketchfab to Unity project 
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e) Adding Gestural interactivity  

 

Fig 32  Gesture and Gaze interaction configuration 

 

Step 28: Building the project for HoloLens. Create a folder “App” where you stored the unity project and 
make sure the built is stored in the “App” folder 

 

Fig 33  Building the project for HoloLens  
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Deploy the 3D in  HoloLens 

Step 29: Deploying the built project from Step 28 into HoloLens. Follow the following instructions 

a) Open the built solution from the “App” folder in Visual Studio 

 

 

 

b) Connect the HoloLens via  USB cable or Wifi and  configure the deployment settings 

 
Fig 35  Setting the deployment environment for HoloLens 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 34  Importing the built solution into Visual Studio 
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c) Deploy the solution to HoloLens. Check the output logs to make sure deployment is successful 

 

 

 

Step 30: Testing the deployed application in the HoloLens. 

If the project is built and deployed correctly, you will see a 3D model of a frog merged with your physical 

surrounding. You can move the frog around by gaze and Air Tap gesture. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 36 Deploying the solution to  HoloLens 

 

Fig 37  Testing the deployed application in the HoloLens 
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Workflow: Regard3D – MeshLab – Sketchfab – Unity 3D – HoloLens  
             [Photogrammetry – Mesh editing – Share 3D & AR/VR – Interaction design - View in MxR] 
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Additional resources: 
1. Getting started guide to Photogrammetry : http://um3d.dc.umich.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2017/01/Photo_Capturing_for_Photogrammetry-1.pdf 
2. How to set up a successful photogrammetry project : https://blog.sketchfab.com/how-to-set-

up-a-successful-photogrammetry-project/ 

3. Download Regard3d: http://www.regard3d.org/index.php/download   OR 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/regard3d/files/ 

4. Regard3d Tutorial/Documentation : https://youtu.be/GaYfpGcXxmA 
5. More tutorial: 

https://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Destinations/Photogrammetry_with_Regard3D 
6. Download MeshLab: http://www.meshlab.net/ 
7. Sketchfab tutorials : https://blog.sketchfab.com/category/tutorial/ 
8. Information regarding HoloLens:  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-

reality/academy 

9. Tutorial from Lynda.com on ‘App Development for Microsoft HoloLens’, 
https://www.lynda.com/Windows-tutorials/App-Development-Microsoft-HoloLens/587658-
2.html 
 

Glossary: 
Photogrammetry: The science of making 3D measurements from 2D photographs.  

SfM: Structure-from-Motion 

CMVS: Clustering view for multi-view stereo 

PMVS = Patch-based multi-view stereo 

Point cloud: A point cloud is a set of data points in some coordinate system. In a three-dimensional 
coordinate system, these points are usually defined by X, Y, and Z coordinates, and often are intended to 
represent the external surface of an object. Point clouds may be created by 3D scanners. 

Image-based Modelling: It is three-dimensional modelling based on measures derived from images. It 
unifies tow fields, photogrammetry and computer graphics.  

Triangulation: A method of determining the relative positions of points in space by measuring the 
distances, and sometimes angles, between those points and other reference points whose positions are 
known.  

EXIF: Short for EXchangeable Image File. This is a file format specification for storing information in digital 
photography image files. Almost all new digital cameras use the EXIF format, storing information in the 
image such as shutter speed, F number, focal length, date/time, resolution, etc. JPEG EXIF files can be 
read by any application supporting JPEG.  

FSSR: Floating Scale Surface Reconstruction 

MVE: Multi-View Environment 

OBJ (or .OBJ): It is a geometry definition file format first developed by Wavefront Technologies. The file 
format is open. It is one of the Unity 3D compatible geometry definition file formats. 

FBX: FBX (Filmbox) is a proprietary file format (.fbx) developed by Kaydara and owned by Autodesk 
since 2006. It is used to provide interoperability between digital content creation applications. FBX is 
one of the Unity compatible geometry definition file formats. 

http://um3d.dc.umich.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Photo_Capturing_for_Photogrammetry-1.pdf
http://um3d.dc.umich.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Photo_Capturing_for_Photogrammetry-1.pdf
https://blog.sketchfab.com/how-to-set-up-a-successful-photogrammetry-project/
https://blog.sketchfab.com/how-to-set-up-a-successful-photogrammetry-project/
http://www.regard3d.org/index.php/download
https://sourceforge.net/projects/regard3d/files/
https://youtu.be/GaYfpGcXxmA
https://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Destinations/Photogrammetry_with_Regard3D
http://www.meshlab.net/
https://blog.sketchfab.com/category/tutorial/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/academy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/academy
https://www.lynda.com/Windows-tutorials/App-Development-Microsoft-HoloLens/587658-2.html
https://www.lynda.com/Windows-tutorials/App-Development-Microsoft-HoloLens/587658-2.html

